Effective Pedagogy
Quality teaching and learning in our collaborative teaching and learning
environment
We have no
consistent
understandings and
agreements about
what quality
teaching and
learning looks,
sounds and feels
like at our school

We are beginning to
develop some
evidenced based
indicators for what
quality teaching
and learning looks,
sounds and feels
like at our school

We have developed
our evidence based
indicators for what
quality teaching
and learning
looks , feels and
sounds like and
there is a shared
understanding
about the
importance and
place of these
especially as we
move to a
collaborative
teaching and
learning
environment

We have developed
our evidence based
indicators for what
quality teaching
and learning looks ,
feels and sounds
like and there is a
shared
understanding
about the
importance and
place of these
especially as we
move to a
collaborative
teaching and
learning
environment
Our learning
environment
reflects the agreed
indicators

We have embedded
our evidence based
indicators for what
quality teaching
and learning looks ,
feels and sounds
like and there is a
shared
understanding
about the
importance and
place of these
especially as we
move to a
collaborative
teaching and
learning
environment
Our learning
environment reflects
the agreed
indicators

We are constantly
refining our
indicators based on
research and
evidence

Build your foundation
on what is provenquality teaching and
learning / effective
pedagogy

Do you have any shared
understanding about
what quality teaching is in
your school?
Where are you with
beliefs about
collabora.ve teaching?
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Student centered
 What does this really mean?
 Why student centered?
 How will this be reflected in your school?
 What does it look, sound and feel like?
 What is the evidence of student centeredness at
your school?

Student centered
Enabled through:

 key competencies
 School values and agreed expectations
 Visible and agreed systems and processes
 Mistake enabled environments (mis-take- re-take)
 See L Bird thesis

Students are truly at the forefront. Everyone is focussed on what
makes a difference for the students not what is easier for the
teachers.
(Principal Aug, 2015)

Student centered
Evidence:

 Student talk (talk partners, learning talk)
 No hands up
 Student questioning and inquiry
 Explicit success criteria
 Quality feedback through formative assessment
 Self and peer assessment
 Student voice, progressively engaged in what, where, how, when and with whom
I learn

 7 principles of learning evident

Student Centered, some examples
Teacher decides
students needs,
interests and
motivations before
planning learning
Teacher decides
where children
learn, who they
learn with, what
they learn and how
they learn based
on their
understanding of
the needs,
motivations and
KC’s of the child

Teacher
investigates
students needs,
interests and
motivations before
planning learning
With some
student input
teacher decides
where students
learn, who they
learn with, what
they learn and how
they learn based
on their
understanding of
the needs,
motivations and
KC’s of the child

Teacher leads
student to
understand their
needs, interests
and motivations
before planning
learning

Teacher leads
student to
understand their
needs, interests
and motivations
before planning
learning

Teacher helps
students to decide
where they learn,
who they learn
with, what they
learn and how they
learn based on
their
understanding of
the needs,
motivations and
KC’s of the child

Teacher helps
students to decide
where they learn,
who they learn
with, what they
learn and how they
learn based on
their
understanding of
the needs,
motivations and
KC’s of the child

Teacher led three
way learning
conference with
student input

Student led three
way conference
with teacher input

Parent teacher
interview
Teacher led three
way learning
conference

Students are
leading decision
making about
learning (stage
appropriate)
Students can
determine when,
were , with whom,
how and what they
learn in
consultation with
teacher
Students know
why they are
learning as they
have been involved
in the planning
process
Students monitor
their own progress
based on shared
success criteria
Students have the
opportunity to
select teachers
they want to work
with at times

Student centered

Student centered

Do you have any
consistency and clarity
about what students at
the centre means at your
school?

Teacher attitude and
mindset needs to be…
“I model lifelong learning, it is evident with the
right attitude and support, co-teaching in a FLS
can make a positive difference!”

Clarke (2014), & Dweck (2007) suggests
teachers with growth mindset…
 Invite feedback, observation and critique
 Take on new challenges, before they are proven
 Model mistake making and use mistakes as a






learning strategy
Explicitly practice new strategies and explicitly
reflect
Persevere especially when it gets hard
Ask questions and seek assistance (activating their
own PLD)
Take risks and model this for children
Take responsibility for progress (or lack of it) and
look inward rather than outward

Not
“You have to prove it to me before I will
believe it or give it 100%”

Sergiovanni:
“…the ideal collaborative workplace would
enable teachers to work, debate, plan and
problem solve together, observe one another's
lessons and sharing successes as well as
challenges”
An environment for a growth mindset

Do we have school-wide shared
beliefs and understandings
about :
 Quiet spaces
 Displaying children’s learning respectfully
 Glass and our understanding of it’s purpose
 Explicit planned use of outdoor
 ‘Messiness’ or not
 Movement in space
 Sound
 Pre 9:00 environment…

Collaborative teaching
We/I believe…
…there is some
merit in
collaborative
teaching because
we think there is
value in working
with colleagues to
meet the
significant
demands of
learners.
We do not fully
understand or
agree about the
potential of
collaborative
teaching.
…optimum
teaching and
learning
environments can
happen in
traditional
environments with
one teacher as
well as in

… there is
considerable
merit in
collaborative
teaching
because we are
beginning to
understand the
limitations of
trying to meet the
needs of diverse
learners on our
own.
We are beginning to
understand and
agree about the
potential of
collaborative
teaching.
…optimum teaching
and learning
environments are
more likely with
collaborative
teaching
…we believe we
need flexible

…collaborative
teaching is
required to assist
us to meet the
diverse needs of
learners.
We are beginning
to realise the
limitations of
trying to ‘do it
alone’
We understand the
potential and
benefits of
collaborative
teaching.
…some children
benefit from
collaborative
teaching
…optimum
teaching and
learning
environments
require
collaborative

…collaborative
teaching is central
to to meeting the
needs of the
diverse learners
in 2015/2016.
… two heads (or
more) are better
than one
We understand the
potential and
benefits of
collaborative
teaching.
…children benefit
from collaborative
teaching
…optimum
teaching and
learning
environments
require
collaborative
teaching

…collaborative
teaching is
foundational to
meeting the needs
of the diverse
learners in
2015/2016.
…two heads (or
more) are so much
better than one
that collaborative
teaching is the
best way forward.
…all children
benefit from
collaborative
teaching and will
work with other
teachers
regardless of the
limitations of
physical space.
…optimum
teaching and
learning
environments can

Collaborative
Teaching
The single biggest
limiting factor in
creating effective coteaching in a FLS is
teacher attitude/
mindset
Checklist 4: Quiet reﬂec.on
What is your aItude toward transi.oning
to collabora.ve teaching?
Ques.ons ?
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Are we co-teaching, team teaching
or something else?
And is there a difference between teacher collaboration
and collaborative teaching?

Are there some magic numbers that work best?
How do you decide who is in the team?

Isn’t it all about relationships?

What does the research say
about co-teaching and team
teaching and what are they?

Co-teaching
 Inclusive schooling era
 Specifically reduces teacher: pupil ratios
 Usually involves a general registered teacher and a

specialist teacher (ESOL, Special Needs, Teacher aide)

 Origins 1970’s in USA
 Has led to some specific strategies that have some

application in our spaces with collaborative teaching

 Team teaching USA Middle schooling movement

Start downloading strategies
to be ‘smart’ with collaboration

Targeted
teaching

Teaching
&
observing
Learning
Coach

Team
teach

Station
teaching

Start downloading strategies
to be ‘smart’ with collaboration

Targeted
teaching

Teaching
&
observing
Learning
Coach

Team
teach

Station
teaching

Teaching and observing

 Teachers identify a purpose for observation
 For example: You are concerned about one child and
how they listen or don’t when on the mat so you
arrange one to observe while the other teaches the
whole group (5 mins)…

 You want to observe how another teacher uses

questions, introduces a lesson, teaching a challenging
concept, deals with a student…

Start downloading strategies
to be ‘smart’ with collaboration

Targeted
teaching

Teaching
&
observing
Learning
Coach

Team
teach

Station
teaching

Targeted teaching
This is strategy include a wide range of options:

1. Running workshops for needs based groups
2. Instructional and guided teaching
3. Direct instruction
4. Inquiry learning/ teaching
It provides the opportunity to vary group size,
composition, purpose and teaching technique
Includes, parallel and alternative teaching

Start downloading strategies
to be ‘smart’ with collaboration

Targeted
teaching

Teaching
&
observing
Learning
Coach

Team
teach

Station
teaching

Team teaching
 They don’t all ‘get’ you
 They don’t all ‘get’ your stories
 They don’t all understand you
 You “youify” the curriculum
 Team teach allows two perspectives
 The marriage of teaching
 Can lead to a divorce!

Start downloading strategies
to be ‘smart’ with collaboration

Targeted
teaching

Teaching
&
observing
Learning
Coach

Team
teach

Station
teaching

Station Teaching
Specifically designed to enable multiple
opportunities to teach about a concept, e.g:
For inquiry at the immersion stage the teachers pre
plan and prepare a learning experience each and the
children rotate around these experiences
Or
Teachers may have shared on text to the whole group
(Dr Seuss!) and then teachers prepare a range of
learning experience in relation to the text and
children can select (or rotate ) around these
experiences

Start downloading strategies
to be ‘smart’ with collaboration

Targeted
teaching

Teaching
&
observing

Team
teach

Learning
Coach

Station
teaching

Learning Coach
 All teachers in the space are teaching
 NONE ARE PREPARING DURING LEARNING TIME!
 While others might be involved in targetted

teaching, or ignition teaching one is coaching

 Coaching is a responsive role
 Pre determined ‘priority’ children
 Requires expertise

Learning Coach
Expert knowledge of:

 Learners
 Curriculum
 Learning process/ model
 Expectations
 What quality teaching and learning is
 Principles of leaning (ILE)

Learning Coach
The job:

 Support
 Challenge/ stretch/ extend
 Question
 Clarify
 Group or individuals
 Respond, listen and support to next steps

Not!
“One of us teaches the whole group while the rest of us
set up”

“One of us roams and manages behaviour and keep kids
on task”

Halving the teaching time

Collaborative Teaching Strategies
We do not use any
strategies that are
specific to
collaborative
teaching

We use some
strategies but we
are not specific
about them and
do not pre plan for
these- more
intuitive

We have a range of
strategies we use
and plan for these
specifically when
we plan our
collaborative
lessons

We have a range of
strategies we use
and plan for these
specifically when
we plan our
collaborative
lessons
We reflect on the
impact of these
strategies in terms
of learning
outcomes, hauora,
self regulation and
teacher skill,
knowledge and
efficacy

We have a range of
strategies we use
and plan for these
specifically when
we plan our
collaborative
lessons
We reflect on the
impact of these
strategies in terms
of learning
outcomes, hauora,
self regulation and
teacher skill,
knowledge and
efficacy
We are developing
new strategies to
suit our
environment and
the needs of our
learners

Collaborative teaching continuum in a Flexible Learning Space
We have our own
‘class’ but swap
some children for
interchange.
We plan for our own
class and in
isolation.

Our teaching is
typically for a
‘class size’ group
and interchange is
typically about
reading, writing or
maths. We
determine who
children learn with.
I write reports for
my children and
meet with parents.

We have our own
‘class’. In addition
to interchange we
sometimes plan
integrated learning/
inquiry together and
collaborate when it
comes to teaching
Inquiry

typically taking a
specific part of the
inquiry and
teaching a range of
children from
within our
community. We
determine who
children learn with
I write reports for
my children and
meet with parents.

We have a
‘home’/‘whanau’
room or equivalent.
In addition to
interchange we also
vary the types of
teaching and the
group sizes and
composition
depending on need.

We are transitioning
from having home/
whanau rooms to a
more collaborative
approach. While
children have some
opportunity to select
who they might
learn with from time
to time during the
day primarily
teachers decide.

We take full
responsibility for all
children in our
learning community.
Our children have
the opportunity to
select workshops
and guided teaching
lessons to support
their learning.

Our groups are not
‘streamed’ but
rather are fluid
groups often
created depending
on KC
development,
motivation and
interests of
children. I write my
own report but with
significant input
from my coteachers. I meet
with parents.

We are moving
from streamed
groups to a more
fluid response
based on bigger
concepts even in
reading, writing
and maths. We are
beginning to share
components of
report writing.

We are aware of
children’s current
learning needs and
next steps through
smart systems. We
utilize the full range of
collaborative teaching
strategies. Children
are not in ‘streamed
groups’ rather teacher
is dependent on a
range of factors We
share in report writing
and we vary who
meets with parents to
support children with
their learning
conferences.

Co-teaching is a
deliberate act. It
provides the
opportunity to teach
in ways that are not
possible with one
teacher

Are you encouraging your
school to download smart
strategies?
When?
How will you reﬂect on these?

It can be hard
work!
 The need for consensus, conversations,

compromise, continual meetings,
communication to achieve some things that
could be achieved alone in the past is hard!

 The de-privatization of space can be challenging
 A lack of self awareness can cause problems
 Critical and professional conversations need to
be had in time

 Private honesty and public unity are required to
build relational and professional trust

It can be incredibly
rewarding

 Collective problem solving
 Shared responsibility

 Learning from one another
 Supporting one another
 Teaching to strengths
 Learning in areas of need
 Another adult in the room at all times
So much so that teachers in my research did not want to
return to the isolation of classroom teaching

While collaborative teaching
can improve..
 Self regulation, self confidence, well-being and
even learning outcomes

 It may also not do that because it is not about just

putting two people in one space and saying, “Go for
it!”

Hattie (2015)
 “… there are many instances of superb teaching in
open (flexible) spaces”

 “Too often, however, many of these newer

configurations are missed opportunities because there
has been no prior investment in working with teachers
to show them how they can teach differently and
effectively in these spaces”

Negative examples
 Trying to work in a flexible space designed to
enable collaborative teaching and learning

 As if it was a set of independent classrooms
 Teacher centric and controlled
 Activity or busy focus
 Noisy, stressful and counterproductive
 Check out M Absolum Evaluates and Associates
“Learning focused Classrooms”

 Communicate
 Conflict
 Compromise
 Clarify
 Commit
 Commiserate
 Celebrate (Corona, Cab sav, Chardonnay)
 Come back again the next day to do it all again!

After three or more years…

“I can and will
work with anyone,
it’s about the
children!”

Skills for effective collaboration and collaborative teaching
I have had no
specific skill
development to
enhance my
capability as a
collaborative team
member and
collaborative
teacher

I have had some
skill development
and am able to
utilize one or two
skills and
strategies to
ensure that I am
an effective,
contributing,
professional
collaborative team
member and
collaborative
teacher
While I have had
the skill
development I am
fail to implement
these strategies
rather preferring to
go with how I have
always worked in a
team

I have had some
skill development
and am able to
utilize one or two
skills and
strategies to
ensure that I am
an effective,
contributing,
professional
collaborative team
member and
collaborative
teacher
While I have had
the skill
development my
implementation of
the skills or
strategies is
confined to
situations when I
am asked to
implement these
I am begging to
reflect on my skill
development

I have had
extensive skill
development and
am able to utilize
a wide range of
skills and
strategies to
ensure that I am
an effective,
contributing,
professional
collaborative team
member and
collaborative
teacher
I specifically use
the strategies I
have learnt and
reflect on my
effectiveness as a
effective
contributing team
member working
toward continual
improvement

I have had
extensive skill
development and
am able to utilize a
wide range of
skills and
strategies to
ensure that I am
an effective,
contributing,
professional
collaborative team
member and
collaborative
teacher
I specifically use
the strategies I
have learnt and
reflect on my
effectiveness as a
effective
contributing team
member working
toward continual
improvement
I am able to coach
others and also
actively seek
additional
strategies that

Collaborative
teaching, teachers
working together to
maximise learning
outcomes, hauora
and self regulation of
their students

Are we developing the
skills of collabora.on, of
conversa.on, of
compromise and
consensus?

Shared Beliefs and
understandings

Support for
staff
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Senior leadership play a key
role
 Leadership leading the shift and standing with staff
 Leadership clarity about goals, facilitating shared
belief development

 Leadership providing resources, structures and
systems to maximise opportunity

 Leadership providing a risk enabled ‘design’ or
prototyping environment

Must do’s can dos?

Appraisal Processes
 Only 41% of respondents had a consistent

understanding of collaborative teaching -and…

CRT and Collaborative Planning
Time (CPT)
 Give me time!

What support is in place for
staff?
 Pre- service and in service PLD
 Time
 “Safe place”
 Structures
 Resources
 Mistake enabled, risk taking environment
 A culturally and emotionally safe environment
 Leadership leading regarding collaborative teaching to

support teachers especially in the face of challenging families

Effective support includes
 Visits to exemplar/ model schools with effective
pedagogy in flexible learning spaces and
collaborative teaching

 Engaging experts to support the paradigm shift
 Engaging staff as active self reflective professional
through TAI / Action research

 Provision of supporting materials/ readings/
evidence

Experiment or Design
 If you are building your new learning environments
on a strong foundation when you implement new
strategies you are working through ‘design’.

This is a significant
change process

Are you suppor.ng your
staﬀ through eﬀec.ve
leadership, resourcing &
PL?

Support for staff
We have no
support for staff
to transition to or
work in a flexible
learning space
and collaborative
learning
environment

Our support for
staff to transition
to or work in a
flexible learning
space and
collaborative
learning
environment
consists of “give
it a go”

We have identified
staff need support
to transition to or
work in a flexible
learning space
and collaborative
learning
environment and
having identified
key components
we have provided
staff an
opportunity to
visit other schools

We have identified
staff need support
to transition to or
work in a flexible
learning space
and collaborative
learning
environment and
having identified
key components
we have developed
a PLD plan
including
readings, visits to
schools which we
have selected for
the effective
pedagogy in a
flexible space,
engaged staff in
action research
projects and
engaged experts

We have identified
staff need support to
transition to or work
in a flexible learning
space and
collaborative learning
environment and
having identified key
components we have
developed a PLD plan
including readings,
visits to schools
which we have
selected for the
effective pedagogy in
a flexible space,
engaged staff in
action research
projects and engaged
experts and linked

our support to our
strategic plan and
appraisal system.
Resources have
been aligned to
facilitate
improved
outcomes for staff
and children

Ideal team size?

How many
is
right?
 2?
“From discussions over the last 6 months, when decisions are made it appears to make it
easier when there is a 'democracy' in the decision making. We have found that in some
paired co-teaching arrangements, the stronger, more dominant person will often take control.
In the group of 3, they discuss it and then essentially 'vote' (politely) on which way to go”
Conversely…

 3?
“In my opinion the three teacher has often been the most difficult to get running smoothly
due to a lot more relationships/differences/opinions/decisions… to work through”

 5?
“It works well with this number as you have a range of

perspectives and ideas that can contribute to the
learning community. Also you have the numbers to team teach within lessons or workshops.”

How do you decide who should
be in the team?
Consider the needs of the learners

Ask teachers themselves
Consider their strengths
Consider their experience
Consider their needs

Leadership make the final decision based on the needs of
the learners and the needs of the school

Learning Coach

Coaching involves specific
functions and
responsibilities, likely to be
specific children and
groups, ready and visible
to support and challenge
learners

Roaming or
roving teacher

Undefined role, managing
behaviour?

Our message needs to be…
“Our focus is quality teaching and learning first and
foremost. We believe with our focus on this and the
power of teacher collaboration and collaborative
teaching we can improve the learning outcomes, hauora
and self regulation of our children even more”

And…

